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AQUARELLUM ATRAMENTO
Taking inspiration from water and the aquarelle painting 
method, in which pigments are suspended in a water based 
solution, the ‘Aquarellum Atramento’ collection is soft, light and 
airy.  

The name of the collection translates from Latin as ‘Aquarelle 
made with ink’.  

The patterns, colours and textures include bubbles suspended 
on a background of translucent burn-out fabric, or splashes of 
coloured ink in blues, turquoise, yellow and pinks, coral shapes, 
and florals.

The collection was photographed in Tuscany in the 
beautiful region of the Calanchi hills: an area of outstanding 
natural beauty.  The dramatic forms of eroded rocks were 
formed over time by soil erosion produced by the effect of 
run-off water on clay rocks.  

The collection features sustainable Vegan fabrics holding the 
V-Label certificate.  With innovative technology the fibres are 
regenerated using by-products of cotton production, creating a 
fabric which has the positive qualities of silk without any cruelty 
to animals; soft to touch, naturally anti-bacterial and odour 
resistant.  The fabrics are toxin free and are kind to both skin 
and the planet – they are fully biodegradable after two months 
of soil coverage.



Kyuu Midi Dress 
in Rain burn-out fabric



Bokuju Blouse 
in Hatsuboku print

Josetsu Trousers 
in pink



Tao Dress 
in flower print



Cloud Long Dress 
in translucent blue wash fabric



Kyuu Midi Dress 
in Hastsuboku print

Tao dress 
in yellow Koraru burn-out fabric



Washi Blouse 
in Remon print



Asuka Long Dress 
in pink Haboku burn-out fabric

Tsuki Blouse
in pink and Hatsuboku print



Sesshu Dress 
in Hatsuboku print



Haboku Dress

 Ike Wrap Dress 
in Hatsuboku print



Asuka Playsuit
in Haboku burn-out fabric



Tensho Jumpsuit
in translucent blue wash fabric



 Ike Wrap Dress 
in Hatsuboku print
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